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ABSTRACT. Membranes are a critical technology for energy-efficient separation processes. The
routine method of evaluating membrane performance is a permeation measurement. However,
such measurements can be limited in terms of their utility: membrane microstructure is often
poorly characterised, membranes or sealants leak, and conditions in the gas phase are poorly
controlled and frequently far-removed from the conditions employed in the majority of real
processes. Here we demonstrate a new integrated approach to determine permeation rates, using
two novel supported molten-salt membrane geometries. In both cases, the membranes comprise a
solid support with laser-drilled pores, which are infiltrated with a highly-CO2 selective molten
carbonate salt. First, we fabricate an optically-transparent single crystal, single-pore model
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membrane by local laser drilling. By infiltrating the single pore with molten carbonate, monitoring
the gas-liquid interface optically and using image analysis on gas bubbles within the molten
carbonate (as they change volume upon controlled changes in gas composition) we extract CO2
permeation rates with exceptional speed and precision. Additionally, in this arrangement,
microstructural characterisation is more straightforward, and a sealant is not required, eliminating
a major source of leakage. Furthermore, we demonstrate that the technique can be used to probe a
previously unexplored driving force region, too low to access with conventional methods.
Subsequently, we fabricate a leak-free tubular supported molten-salt membrane with 1000 laserdrilled pores (infiltrated with molten carbonate) and employ a CO2-containing sweep gas in order
to obtain permeation rates in a system that can be described with unprecedented precision.
Together, the two approaches provide new ways to measure permeation rates with increased speed
and at previously inaccesible conditions.

INTRODUCTION.
Membranes offer cost-effective and energy-efficient chemical separation, as compared to
distillation, absorption and adsorption processes. As such, there is significant interest in developing
membranes for use in CO2 capture, where both the cost of, and CO2 emissions resulting from the
separation process must be low.1–3 Gas separation membranes can operate by selectively removing
components from a feed gas mixture, injecting them into a sweep gas, resulting in a permeate
stream. Laboratory-scale permeation experiments often employ membranes with a small
membrane area (~cm2) and can use an inert gas as a sweep gas to generate the partial pressure
driving force required for permeation (Fig. 1). Although such approaches do allow the
measurement of a wide range of gases in single and multicomponent mixtures over a large
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condition range, there are major drawbacks associated with this approach. Firstly, the use of an
inert gas may result in an undefined driving force at the sweep gas inlet or at the very least a driving
force which is linked to the permeation rate itself. One reason routine experiments resort to the use
of an inert sweep gas, instead of a sweep gas containing a known amount of permeant, is that it
can be challenging to measure a permeation signal superimposed on a large background already
present on both sides of the membrane. This presents a challenge due to sensitivity limitations of
routine gas analysis apparatus. Secondly, laboratory membranes are typically operated with a low
stage-cut (the fraction of the permeant removed from the feed), which means the average driving
force is large in comparison to membranes in application. An additional issue involves
transmembrane leaks, which are often simply subtracted from the permeation signal to obtain the
“true” permeation signal (in Fig. 1c N2 is used as a leak detector). Overall, uncertainty in making
accurate permeation measurements necessary for mechanistic understanding and scale-up is
apparent in routine membrane experiments, and a large amount of membrane experimental data is
irrelevant to practical operation.
Here we show how adopting a visual approach allows one to measure permeation in supportedliquid membranes in an entirely new way (Fig. 1). We translated the supported molten-salt
membrane concept (where molten carbonate is employed as a CO2-selective phase in an e.g.
oxygen-ion conducting ceramic support),4 to an optically transparent single-pore single crystal
model membrane. The typical ceramic support with random pore architecture (Fig. 1a – c), was
replaced by a single-crystal support, with a single pore laser-drilled into it (Fig. 1d). After the
single pore had been infiltrated with molten carbonate, the growth and shrinkage of occluded gas
bubbles inside the single pore was monitored visually during a change in the CO2 mole fraction of
the model membrane external environment (Fig. 1e). An example of bubble growth is available to
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view at https://figshare.com/s/e3fdd9267c250e4b8934 with all experimental videos given as
Supporting Information, Videos S1 – S6. In this arrangement, a dynamic equivalent of a routine
membrane permeation experiment was produced where driving force conditions were accessed in
discrete elements of time (in contrast to spatial variation in a normal membrane). The approach
was validated by comparing bubble growth or shrinkage to the expected change in bubble volume
based upon thermodynamic limits and permeation rates were extracted with a temporal resolution
dependent only on the optical discretisation of the visual data. Carbon dioxide fluxes at driving
forces inaccessible in routine permeation experiments were determined with high precision due to
the well-defined membrane surface area produced by microfabrication. Overall, a new approach
to measure permeation that can be extended to any supported-liquid membrane, for any gas
separation is demonstrated.
(a)

(c)

(d)

(b)
(e)

Figure. 1 Routine and visual permeation experiments. (a) Routine permeation measurements
employ small pellet membranes (~cm2) with a, (b) randomly porous microstructure. (c) Such a
membrane is operated with a low stage-cut and often an inert sweep gas (Ar) which imposes a
large average driving force along the length of the membrane. Furthermore, the use of an inert
sweep gas implies an infinite driving force at the sweep-gas inlet, and a low-purity permeate gas.
Such conditions are not found in application. (d) Employing a single-crystal model membrane
with a laser-drilled single pore allows the visualisation of an effect of permeation. Here, a CO2/N2
bubble occluded by molten carbonate inside the single pore is exposed to a flowing gas with a
higher mole fraction of CO2. (e) Therefore, bubble volume increases with time and discrete driving
forces can be accessed temporally. Note that during bubble growth, the permeate side of this
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dynamic membrane is the bubble, and that there is CO2 on both “sides” of the membrane at all
times, addressing a fundamental limitation of routine permeation experiments.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION.
Fabrication of single-crystal single-pore model membranes.
To facilitate the visualisation approach, a YSZ single crystal was laser drilled to form closed-end
single pores of ~550 μm length and with ~100 μm Ø pore mouths (Supporting Information, Fig.
S1). The laser drilled single pores were infiltrated with molten carbonate by placing a dried ternary
eutectic carbonate mixture (Li/Na/K) at the pore mouth. The single crystal model membrane was
then located inside an in-situ microscopic stage, coupled to mass flow regulated gas supplies and
a temperature controller (Supporting Information, Fig. S2). A 50 ml min-1 (NTP) flow of a CO2 in
N2 mixture was initiated, and during heating to 550 °C the carbonate mixture melted (Tm ≈ 400
°C). Gas bubbles were routinely occluded by the infiltrating molten carbonate which was drawn
into the pore by capillary forces (i.e. the CO2 in N2 mixture used during heating was trapped within
the pore behind the infiltrating molten carbonate, typically resulting in the formation of a gas
bubble). By manipulating the CO2 mole fraction in the external environment of the single crystal
model membrane (i.e. switching the flowing gas to one containing either a higher or lower mole
fraction of CO2), the bubble(s) would equilibrate with the external environment and increase or
decrease in volume, respectively. The volume variation of the bubble was first determined using a
simple manual image measurement of the entire bubble area, and then computationally using a
proprietary code developed to distinguish pixel contrast and track representative points within the
bubble. A full description of the methodology, including assumptions and calculations is provided
in the Supporting Information.
Bubble growth and shrinkage measurements.
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Growth and shrinkage of bubbles within the single-pore model membrane (Fig. 2a and b),
extracted from videos during switches between 10 and 50 mol% CO2 are shown as bubble volume
normalised to the initial bubble volume from both manual and computational methods (Fig. 2c).
The computational method provided high temporal resolution (0.255 s) with little effort compared
to the manual method. Furthermore, data from both approaches agreed well, confirming that the
tracked points were indeed representative of the overall bubble shape, indicating that the
computational method provided robust data (Fig. 2c and Supporting Information, Fig. S3). Error
in the determination of bubble volume using the computational method was ~±1% by comparing
simple manual measurements to the computational approach, and from repeats. The most
significant volume change occurred within the first ~30 s of a change in external gas phase
composition, after which the rate of change decreased. As CO2 permeates to equilibrate the internal
and external gas compositions the difference between internal and external gas compositions is
reduced, and thus the driving force for CO2 permeation is also reduced. Generally, experiments
were left to run for ~1 hour, however the majority of the expected volume change occurred within
the first ~120 s, evidenced by the approach to the thermodynamic limits on bubble volume imposed
by the respective change in CO2 mole fraction (Fig. 2c).
Extraction of permeation rates from bubble volume changes.
Internal CO2 mole fraction (i.e. inside the bubble) was then calculated from relative bubble volume
changes, assuming the bubble pressure was close to atmospheric pressure, and that the pressure
did not change significantly during growth or shrinkage (the total pressure can be expected to be
within ~10% of atmospheric pressure (Supporting Information, Eq S1 – S3). Furthermore, it was
assumed that permeation was selective to CO2, reasonable considering the near perfect selectivity
of molten carbonate membranes for CO2 over N2 (> 1000).5 The high selectivity for CO2 was
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confirmed by comparison of observed bubble volume changes with those expected based upon
thermodynamic considerations (Supporting Information, Eq S4 – S7). By considering the change
of bubble CO2 mole fraction in a discrete time element during the experiments, permeation rates
were extracted (Supporting Information, Eq. S8). A sensitivity analysis for ± 1 and 20% errors on
volume determination was shown to have negligible impact on the permeation rate determined, as
the relative range in permeation rate did not change significantly (Supporting Information, Fig.
S5). Within ~30 s, the visualisation approach accessed permeation rates over two orders of
magnitude (shown as permeation rate normalised to the initial permeation rate in Fig. 2d and
additional experiment, employing gas composition changes between 1.1 and 50 mol% CO2 in
Supporting Information Fig. S6). This represents a significant reduction in experimental time
compared to routine membrane experiments which can take several hours to measure a stable
permeation rate at one driving force.
(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Figure. 2 Extraction of permeation rates from bubble volume changes. (a) Images of the
growth of a 10 mol% CO2 gas bubble following exposure to a flowing gas containing 50 mol%
CO2 and, (b) the reverse. (c) Normalised bubble volume variation calculated using manual image
measurements at t = 0, 20, 40, 60 and 120 s (number labels correspond to images in (a) and (b)),
and computational measurement of bubble volume with a temporal resolution of 0.255 s shown as
a darker shade. The thermodynamic limit for bubble volume is shown as a dashed line (Supporting
Information, Eq. S4 – S7). Detail on the manual and computational measurements is given in
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Supporting Information, Fig. S3. (d) Normalised permeation rate variation extracted from
experiments in (a) and (b) using Supporting Information, Eq. S8. (e) Absolute CO2 permeation
rates extracted from growth (a) and shrinkage (b) of CO2/N2 bubbles. During the initial ~30 s, the
permeation rate increases then decreases (dynamic), as equilibrium with the external environment
is approached. Subsequently (~60 – 150s), permeation rate remains low as the driving force for
permeation is low (equilibrium). An additional experiment employing gas composition changes
between 1.1 and 50 mol% CO2 is given in Supporting Information, Fig. S6.
As the most significant volume change occurred within the first ~30 s (Fig. 2c), from an
equilibrated starting point, it was expected that the permeation rate would increase to a maximum
before decreasing as re-equilibration was approached. During this dynamic region of the
experiment, calculated permeation rates ranged between 10-15 and 10-13 mol s-1 (Fig. 2e). Beyond
~30 s, bubble volume changes became far smaller, as equilibration with the new external
environment approached completion (hence we refer to this as the equilibrium region). The scatter
in the extracted permeation rates also increased in the equilibrium region as the bubble volume
changes were now far smaller. However, a linear fitting of data points in e.g. Fig. 2e and
Supporting Information, Fig S6 confirmed there was a small but measurable decrease in volume
occurring during this period.
Flux determination at low driving forces.
This measurable decrease in permeation rate during the equilibrium region indicated that the
visualisation approach could determine a CO2 flux at low driving forces (i.e. when the CO2 mole
fraction of the bubble and external environment are very close). Determining CO2 flux at low
driving forces may be more appropriate for industrial membrane applications than the high driving
forces typically adopted in the literature (Fig. 1). In industrial application, membranes will operate
with a high stage-cut (a relevant example being CO2 capture, where >90% capture is often
required). Thus, driving forces in general are far lower than those tested in the laboratory (i.e. with
significant mole fractions of CO2 on both sides of the membrane).
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Here, we first compiled data from routine supported molten-salt membrane experiments which
employed a range of driving forces, oxygen-ion conducting support materials and membrane
geometries in the supported molten-salt membrane literature (Fig. 3 and Supporting Information,
Table S1).6–14 CO2 permeation in this class of membrane is commonly described as relying on
ambipolar transport of CO32- and O2- ions in the melt and support respectively.15 The anticipated
CO2 flux depends on a simple model that accounts for ionic conductivity and a logarithmic ratio
of pCO2 across the membrane (i.e. ln (pCO2 (feed)/pCO2 (permeate)).4,11,12,15,16 Next, the single-pore
model membrane concept was extended to produce multiple-pore membranes, fabricated using the
laser-drilling approach. Closed-end YSZ tubes were laser-drilled with 1000 single pores in the
~500 µm thick closed end (Supporting Information), and infiltrated with molten carbonate to form
a supported molten-salt membrane (Fig. 4). A range of driving forces were probed using the
multiple-pore membrane by supplying 90, 77, 50 and 25 mol% CO2 as feed gases, and 1.1 mol%
CO2 or Ar as a sweep gas. Doing so, in certain cases, required the use of analytical apparatus at its
limit of resolution (Supporting Information); for example, with the above feed gases the
permeation signal superimposed on top of a 1.1 mol% CO2 sweep gas, is routinely < 0.0025 mol%
CO2. However, it is important to note, that in these experiments we have precise control of the
feed and sweep gas composition, unlike a routine permeation experiment where the sweep gas
composition is a poorly-defined variable essentially determined by the CO2 permeation rate.
Single-pore permeation rates from growth and shrinkage experiments between 50 mol% CO2 in
N2 and mixtures containing 10, 1.1 and 0.04 mol% CO2 were converted to flux by dividing the
permeation rate by the surface area of the single-pore mouth, assumed to be the surface area
available for sorption and desorption of CO2. For each experiment, an average permeation rate for
100 – 150s was extracted, and an average driving force (ln (pCO2 (feed)/pCO2 (permeate))) for the same
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time interval was calculated (Supporting Information Fig. S7). It is important to note that in Fig.
3, we show the data that was most challenging to extract, i.e. CO2 fluxes from the lowest driving
forces achieved. The technique can extract higher driving force fluxes, from the dynamic region.
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Figure. 3 Visual and routine flux measurements. Single-pore membranes and the visual method
can probe a driving force region too challenging to access using routine measurements. Here,
fluxes have been extracted from average permeation rates measured during 100 – 150 s in visual
experiments (triangles and error bars, Supporting Information). The multiple-pore membrane
accesses the routine measurement area but with a more well-defined membrane geometry.
Representative data from the supported molten-salt membrane literature is provided (circles, with
oxygen-ion conducting support material given). References in brackets can be referred to below.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure. 4 Multiple-pore closed-end tube membrane and membrane reactor. (a) Multiple-pore
membrane reactor, where A is the outlet of the feed-side chamber, with B the inlet, C is the inlet
of the permeate-side chamber, with D the outlet. A thermocouple was positioned close to the
membrane surface and the entire reactor placed within a furnace so that the stainless-steel base
was outside the heating zone and a cold sealant could be used. (b) Digital image of the laser-drilled
multiple-pore membrane. (c) X-ray micro-CT cross-section of the as-received closed-end tube.

CONCLUSIONS.
In summary, the multiple-pore membrane exposed the limitation of routine supported molten-salt
permeation measurements, which have been limited to relatively high driving forces. However, by
employing CO2-containing sweep gases and pushing the limitations of routine analytical
apparatus, the driving force region was modestly extended to lower driving forces (Fig 3).
Moreover, the single-pore model membrane pushed flux measurement into an entirely unexplored
driving force region and determined fluxes up to three orders of magnitude lower than has
previously been possible in the relevant membrane literature. It is also important to note that both
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the single- and multiple-pore membranes can be considered essentially leak-free; in the singlepore membrane this is due to the lack of requirement for a sealant, and in the case of the multiplepore membrane, a new cold sealing procedure was developed which limited N2 leakage to below
the limit of detection of our analytical apparatus (~10 ppm) (Supporting Information). Thus, in
both membrane geometries a fundamental limitation of routine supported molten-salt membrane
experiments has been tackled; sealant failure and leakage. Furthermore, with well-defined
structures and surface areas for sorption and desorption of CO2 as a result of laser drilling, singleand multiple-pore membranes allow improved robustness in flux determination and use of a wide
range of driving forces including access to a new low driving force region. The visualisation
approach has been validated against simple thermodynamic expectations and is applicable to any
supported-liquid membrane. Therefore, we believe the visualisation approach can be extended to
a wide range of liquid-mediated gas separations (both supported-liquid membranes and absorptionbased separations) and across length and time scales, with the following caveats. First, a
microscopy technique capable of probing the required length and time scales is required. Second,
the liquid should be suitably wetting on the optically-transparent material employed for the singlepore model membrane, so as to facilitate infiltration of the pore. Finally, consideration should be
given to residence time distributions and relative time constants (mixing time versus characteristic
permeation time). Overall, we have addressed a critical issue in membrane science – the need for
new permeation measurement techniques,17,18 applicable in complex environments at multiple
scales.19
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changes (Fig. S6); Multiple-pore membrane preparation; Multiple-pore membrane experiment
procedure; Literature data for flux comparison with single-pore and multiple-pore membranes
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